TECHNOLOGY TAILORED TO TEACHERS
Technology and visual input are essential to today’s learning environments. Besides helping get information across quickly and efficiently, integrating screens into learning programs helps maximise focus and minimize distraction in your classroom.

Newline puts intuitive tuition tools at your fingertips, helps teachers build an engaging, dynamic learning environment and brings efficiency to your classes. Inspire students to participate and interact and give proactive learning a boost!

Take your classes to a whole new level.
Technology Tailored to Teachers

All Newline interactive display features have been developed to offer you maximum support without any complicated procedures that detract from the essential interaction between teachers and students. Newline’s aim is to make touchscreen use and integration in the classroom as easy and natural as possible in order to let you focus on teaching exactly how you want and offering students the help they need.

- Antimicrobial coating to keep you safe
- Embedded blue light filter to protect your eyes
- Ergonomically positioned menu keys
- Software to use any of your existing content incl. flipchart and notebook lessons
- Personal user profiles
- Compatible with any hardware and software, super easy to connect to

Why Settle for Less?
Android 11, the Securest Option!

Safer, better and faster than ever, meet Android 11. For the development of this OS, security has been the main focus. Due to a number of small but important features and changes, Android 11 has improved privacy and the protection of user data from malicious apps and games. Did you know, that Android 11 is the first Android that can be disabled through Android Safe Mode!

Our Antimicrobial Glass Keeps You Safe, Safer, Safest!

In most schools, interactive displays know multiple users ranging from other teachers to students working and collaborating on the display. This way, germs are easily spread. Newline has implemented a TÜV certified antimicrobial coating on the interactive displays for education to protect you!
Make optimum use of the available digital content, apps and devices in your classroom through our all new and easy to use interactive ecosystem. As modern classrooms rapidly evolve, more and more systems, solutions, tools and digital content arise: it’s up to the teacher to find a way in this digital jungle. The challenge becomes how to make optimum use of curriculum content in combination with supporting digital content, apps, devices in the classroom and content from students. Another challenge is how to keep students engaged. Ease of use and flexibility are key to connect all of this together and orchestrate the lesson to your preference. Newline has developed an interactive ecosystem that contains simple to use software tools. Discover Newline’s interactive ecosystem and experience how you can retain more control over the digital jungle in your classroom!
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Newline CAST is the most flexible solution for wireless screen sharing and is integrated in all Newline interactive displays. In just seconds you can easily share any screen over any network or use the secure mode for in-room casting. A truly hassle-free solution that allows multiple presenters to share screen, video, links and files. Bring your classes to life with the number one used browser based casting solution in the world!

SIMPLE, SMART AND SECURE SCREEN SHARING

WHY NEWLINE CAST IS SUPER EASY TO USE?

• No need to download, just share from your browser
• Cast to the big screen from any device
• Mobile mirroring on any network
• Freedom to move: share your screen from anywhere in the room
• Present and annotate at the same time
• Two-way collaboration, annotate and control from both your device and the interactive display
• Grid view lets you view up to 4 streams to quickly compare students’ work
• Full control to prevent unwanted streaming through moderator mode and secure session ID.
• Guaranteed security with unique 4-digit pin and end-to-end encryption

Newline Broadcast is a powerful streaming tool to share content from your Newline interactive display to any connected participant. Use Broadcast along your favorite conferencing software and allow anyone to view the displayed content from their device. No matter whether you’re using content from your computer, the displays whiteboard, or apps!
Lesson creation seldomly starts from scratch. Whether you have created many lessons before or not, digital content is all around us. This is why Newline has added Engage to the interactive ecosystem. An easy to use interactive teaching tool with which you can natively import your existing lessons like IWB, SMART Notebook, and Promethean Flipchart. Any content can be imported, images, video, PDF, PPT, text, shapes and much more. Use one of the free templates or use the whiteboard on the go with one of the 130+ subject specific tools. Easy peasy!

Our curated app store features a wide and ever-expanding range of tools for education. Get started today with apps that can help make teaching, collaborating and creating learning materials faster, more fun, and more efficient. All apps are tested for full compatibility with Newline interactive displays.
Newline Classroom Tools is a selection of frequently used tools by teachers, like a timer and traffic light, to help keep your lessons streamlined. This widget works as an overlay when opened. You can minimize the widget, navigate between any screen and open the tools menu when you need it throughout the day.

MAKE STREAMLINING YOUR LESSONS FUN!

With one QR-scan and a touch you can simply start any type of video call from your mobile device! Either scan the QR-code on the interactive display or connect wirelessly via Bluetooth low energy. Through connection via your Office 365 account, your calendar and lessons are visible. This way you can start your hybrid or remote class. Launch Control is designed for easy and personalized access to your Newline interactive display.

THE QUICKEST WAY TO START YOUR "HYBRID" LESSON

You can manage all your Newline interactive displays from anywhere through a dedicated and secure web portal. Easily control and install Apps, configure the parameters of Newline interactive displays, use the digital signage function or transmit important messages to all interactive displays. This innovative tool even allows IT administrators to remotely support users with voice and video.

MANAGE ALL YOUR INTERACTIVE DISPLAYS
Our best education solution to date, Newline Q Series is more powerful, secure and future-proof than any previous solution. Extensive connectivity, amazing ease of use, and paper-like writing technology allow users to stay fully focused on teaching. And this while offering an immersive AV experience that will keep students captivated, with vibrant colours and crystal clear 4K picture from every seat.

**POWERFUL, SECURE AND SAFE!**

Included Free Interactive Ecosystem:

- Whiteboard
- Cast
- Broadcast
- Engage
- App Store
- Classroom Tools
- Display & Management

Enhanced Wifi & Bluetooth
- Secure User Profiles
- Broad Compatibility
- High Quality Sound System
- Wide Range of Sizes: 65”/75”/86”/98”

Powered
- USB Type-C
ADD MORE POWER TO YOUR CLASSROOM

This high-end flagship model carries every experience you could want in your classroom. More speed, enhanced sound, a superior touch and writing experience due to optical bonding and a full hybrid classroom solution with modular camera, built-in microphone and broadcast software. The extra wide viewing angle ensures all students in the classroom can benefit from the crystal clear 4K pictures and vibrant colours. Q+ Series has it all!
When security is your absolute priority, IP+ Series is your best bet. No embedded Android makes this premium solution enterprise-level security, designed for higher education. The enhanced connectivity, OPS and SDM slots, and the immersive AV experience make the slim design IP+ Series the perfect high-end solution for universities, training academies or private institutes.

INCLUDED FREE INTERACTIVE ECOSYSTEM:

- Maximum Viewing Angle
- Powered USB Type-C
- Diverse Connectivity
- Broad Compatibility
- Crystal Clear Image Quality
- Wide Range of Sizes 55"/65"/75"/86"
LEADING THE NEXT GEN OF HYBRID TEACHING

Newline Flex can revolutionize the way you teach. Whether you work in school or teach remotely from home. This versatile all-in-one 27" touch monitor is designed for desktop collaboration. Just as intuitive as your personal device, Flex enables you to communicate and collaborate in the digital workspace in a natural way. Simply plug in your laptop and instantly upgrade to a worldclass touch, writing and videoconferencing experience. How Flex is that!

- Powered USB Type-C
- Tilt & Turn
- 4K Camera
- 8-Mic Array incl. Echo Cancellation
- Cam & Mic Control incl. Subwoofer
- High Quality Sound
- Active Pen with Palm Rejection
At Newline we are committed to contributing to a healthier future of our planet. This year particularly we have invested a lot of effort in reducing our CO2 footprint. The biggest impact for us can be achieved in terms of energy use, prolonging the lifecycle of our products and recycling.

**TRANSPORTATION**
Through the smaller way of packaging our products we can overall fit 46% more in the same container! This is a big step in the reduction of CO2 through transportation.

**WAREHOUSE**
85% of the stock for EMEA is kept in the DSV warehouse. We have chosen DSV as our partner because they will reduce their total CO2 footprint by 40% before 2030.

**PACKAGING**
For our new 2022 product line we have managed to reduce the materials needed in packaging our products. Also all of our packaging is 100% fully recyclable.

**MODULAR SYSTEM**
Our new products have been built in a modular way. You can build the products up to fit your needs. This way we reduce using materials that will not be used. On top of this, our new products are upgradable. This ensures a much longer product lifecycle. Important for the environment and your budget!

**ENERGY EFFICIENCY**
We are putting in all the effort to make our products as energy efficient as possible.
CE (EMC + LVD + FCC + red), RoHS, Reach, Energy efficiency, Energy star (product and size dependent)

**COMPANY CERTIFICATES**
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO 27001
ISO 45001